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with a stick.    His voice sounded strangely'deep, the voice of a
much bigger man.    He ruminated moodily:
" It's too much—too great—too beautiful—there are no
words."
The camp-fire affected him in a curious way.    He revealed
an   almost   Dostoyefskian   passion   for   analysing   human
emotions.    He would extract from me in minutest detail my
psychological reactions on various occasions of my life.   He was
not afraid to probe like a surgeon into the most hidden places.
" Tell me more, I want to know—go on, go on," and in return
he told me the story of his past.    He told it with wonderful
simplicity and with detachment, as if he were telling of someone
else.    I learnt about the hideous suffering of his childhood, the
agony of real poverty, and the fearful thing it was to be a
homeless child.    I may not say more, he told it me in confi-
dence.   He did not tell it for sympathy, he was too proud for
that—he told it, I know not why, it may have been the effect
of a camp fire.   Strange nights those were, and unforgettable
days.
Charlie needed such days, he said, in which to prepare
himself for a return to work.
" I must get back to work, but I don't feel like it *'; he was
obsessed by a fear that he could no longer be funny. His visit
to London seemed to have changed him. " I don't feel funny.
Think—think of it, if I never could be funny again."
But these black moods were soon dispersed, and he would
roll down from the tops of high sand dunes or slide down feet
first. On these occasions he was as irresponsibly gay as Dick.
When the sky became coloured at sunset he would kick off his
shoes and dance with his beautiful small naked feet in the sand.
His imitations of Nijinsky and Pavlova were so graceful, I could
not tell whether he were parodying or not. Sometimes he made
impassioned speeches to imaginary crowds. He talked well
and he talked sense, he hurled Ms imagination against the
impassive sand hills. His intensity was terrific, he seemed
almost at times to be consumed by it. Whatever he di<!> he
did it intensely. He was intensely funny, but he was intensely
tragic too. He put the same intensity into the tunnelling of
sand bridges for Dick as into the story he invented about tfte

